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ARMAGEDDON + THE ADVENTIST =

The Message + Thought of this Paper is - that we have been led astray by the Adventist Church on the Sealing + on Armageddon.

Sr. White had practically NOTHING to say about Armageddon. [See your INDEX.] Armageddon was the big burden of the Catholic Church, adopted from them by Uriah Smith into his D+R and "Bible Readings." As he admits, and as Froom admits - "...tragically Dropped" by the Catholic Church, and picked up and dusted off by the Adventist Church, and this is "... our Sense of Mission."

Froom's "Father Superior" Daniells = made ARMAGEDDON his favorite Subject, as have 10,000 Adventist Preachers. Elder Mansell did us a great service when he pointed out in the SDA MINISTRY Magazine, that the Adventist Church has changed their position on ARMAGEDDON - changed it 5 Times! "The Eastern Question."
THE BIG THING = to the Adventist, is the "Mark of the Beast" being "ENFORCED" by a Sunday Law or Calendar Change or whatever else keeps them excited for a Time. Followed by the 7 Last Plagues, of which "ARMAGEDDON" is a Part.

WHEN, AS A MATTER OF FACT = none of that has any real Primary Significance at all! Let me Explain =

[1] You have a Car-Accident.
[2] You have a long drawn out + involved Court-Case.

NOW YOU CAN RHAPSODIZE = and go into great Detail, follow the Case ever so closely Day after Day - but just remember - there would have been no Court-Case without the Accident. There will be no "ARMAGEDDON" without a "MARK OF THE BEAST." Or the "SEALING."

DO YOU HAVE THIS CLEAR IN YOUR MIND - ???

If you have =

[1] You will not get excited about any "Calendar Change."
[2] You will not get excited about any "ARMAGEDDON."
[3] You will not get excited about any "ENFORCEMENT" of Sunday!
[4] You will not get excited about any "COMMON MARKET."
[5] You will not get excited about "THE DANGER" or the "FEAR OF ROMANISM."
[6] Nor even the "MARK OF THE BEAST."

THESE ARE "TESTS" = that are "NO TESTS AT ALL." SM 2:14. Because they are "MAN-MADE TESTS." [Same.] We must have "CLEAR SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT, by the heavenly anointing" so we do not confuse Faith with Fancy, and many Tests that are "OF NO VALUE." SM 2:14-5. 1898.

WE ARE NOT TO = bring in "FABLES" that are "NOT WORTH A STRAW." by these "ONE-IDEA MEN." Ev.213. SM 2:319.

GO THROUGH ALL THE TESTIMONIES = examine carefully every Statement that speaks of "TESTS" - and what do you find?
What would you do with this one = "Fearful TESTS + TRIALS await the people of God. But in the midst of the Time of Trouble that is coming - a Time of Trouble such as has not been since there was a nation - God's chosen people will stand UNMOVED." SM 2:55.

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THAT - ??? They are going to have = "FEARFUL TESTS." But when the biggest "TIME OF TROUBLE"
since there was a Nation comes, they stand: "UNMOVED."

WHAT DID SHE MEAN BY THAT - ???: Did she mean what we think she meant - that something ELSE is the "FEARFUL TEST?" That when the "TIME OF TROUBLE" comes, the real "TEST" is BEHIND them - not IN FRONT of them!

I THINK WE CAN SEE = in EW 271 [1T 180-2] part of the answer to this that should be explored in a more comprehensive Paper.

[1] You see EW 270 and top part of EW 271 =

You might say, this was their "TIME OF TROUBLE." Definitely BEFORE the "TIME OF TROUBLE."

[B] It is the same as Christ's "TIME OF TROUBLE" before the Cross. WORRIED, DISTRESSED, ALARMED = for themselves, their loved ones, and the Church, because a TIME OF TROUBLE is Coming and even at the Doors! But when it comes they can afford to RELAX = WHY? Because they did in Time all that could be done, and now they can do NOTHING except say: "THY WILL BE DONE!"

LET THE SEA + THE WAVES ROAR = let men's hearts fail them for Fear. Let the "CARELESS" of EW 270, the "INDIFFERENT", those who followed the False Prophets from Australian Sea to American Sea seeking the Lord OUT of the Most Holy Place, the Angels LEFT THEM because they made "NO EFFORT" EW 270. Let them now go roaming the Land seeking the Lord = "They shall not find Him."

Now they are Distressed, now they Sell their Property, now they want to give it to Help the Work, but now the Saints tell them ="Go to ye Rich [Laodiceans] to the Miseries that shall come upon you - your MONEY is NOT NEEDED."

IS THE ABOVE CLEAR - ???: The Saints are distressed, troubled, have a Burden for Souls, when the Door to the Sanctuary in Heaven is Open. When probation Closes, the Saints are not distressed because = "It is the Third Angel's Message that bears the TRUE TEST to the people. Satan will lead men to manufacture FALSE TESTS... FABLES which are NOT WORTH A STRAW... who bring to the Foundation wood, hay, and stubble." Ev.212-3.

THE MOST WORTHLESS OF ALL IS = "ARMAGEDDON."
There would be no Worry about the complicated "COURT-CASE" had there been no Accident. In the same Sense - the great "NEWS-ITEM" called = "ARMAGEDDON" is no worry to any Saint. Their worry comes LONG BEFORE "ARMAGEDDON" = they know two things =  
[1] Souls must be Saved, must take the right Side - LONG BEFORE - Armageddon, to be exact = 7 Plagues BEFORE! So why get excited about "ARMAGEDDON?" Why not get MORE excited about the details of the FIRST PLAGUE? Is it not the FOOLISH VIRGINS who get all excited about Salvation = TOO LATE?  
[2] While the wicked are Dying all around them = the Sealed 144,000 Saints do not Die. "God's chosen people will stand UNMOVED. Satan + his angels cannot destroy them, for angels that excel in strength will PROTECT them." SM 2:55.  
Their Bread + Water will be Sure - Now they are Eternally Secure. "Glorious will be the Deliverance." GC 634.  
ARMAGEDDON = instead of being the most horrible Time for the Saints = will be the most Glorious Experience of their Lives = as the Voice of God delivers them.  
WHAT THEN - IS OF MORE IMPORTANCE THAN ARMAGEDDON - ???  
Therefore what is done to rescue Souls from the coming STORM OF WRATH must be done BEFORE Jesus leaves the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary." ... get ready BEFORE it should be FORVER TOO LATE." EW 48.  
HOW TO BE READY - ???
"It is through our failure to endure the TESTS that come to us in little things, that the HABITS are MOLDED, the CHARACTER misshaped; and when the GREATER TESTS come, they find us UNREADY."MH 490.  
"O that you would... discover and break the fine thread that binds you to worldly HABITS, which divert the Mind from God!" SM 2:318. 1901.  
WHAT COULD YOU OR I DO THAT WOULD BE MORE IMPORTANT IN THIS WORLD THEN TO TELL PEOPLE TO BUILD A CHARACTER = the only Treasure they can take from this World to the next.COL 332. Represents wedding Garment. COL 307. Not changed at Second Advent. 4T 429. 2T 355. 5T 466. Not done by MIRACLE. SL 84. SML:336. TM 445. SD 9. Work of a LIFETIME. PP 223. HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY PRESS, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada. VOH 1HO.